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Political influence directedly operated only upon a very
narrow province of life. On the sultanate being establish-
ed, Persian and, later, Urdu became the language of court,
law and office. Mussalman authors attached to the Sultans
or the viceroys wrote many works in Persian. Mirat-i-
Sikandari (1536), written by a GujaratI convert from
Mehmadabad, is the first valuable Mussalman history of
Gujarata
But Ali Mahamud Khan Bahadur was perhaps the most
noteworthy Mussalman historian of Gujarata. He suppres-
sed riots in Ahmedabad in 1730; was a superintendent of
customs in 1748; and was confirmed in the said office in
1753 by Raghunathrao and Damajl Gaekvada who finally
overthrew the representatives of the shadowy imperial
power in Gujarata. His MirUt-i-Ahmadi is a work of
great importance.
The castes from which Hindu officials were drawn also
took to the study of Arabic, Persian and Urdu. They claim-
ed men who could teach these languages. A few literary men
also composed poems in Persian and Urdu. But the influ-
ence of these languages on GujaratI literature was neither
deep nor lasting.
Thakordasa Daru, a Kayastha of Surat, sent a kasido, a
poem, to the Mogul Emperor every year. Nandalala Munshi
of Broach (c. 1700) attracted the attention of Emperor
Mahamud Shah Alamgir by his poems. Kavi Bhagavandasa
(16814746), a divan of the nawab of Surat, composed poetry
in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, besides Samskrta, Gujarat! and
Marathi. Sridasa, a Nagara Brahmana, composed Fatuhat-
i-Alamgiri (1731), a history of the reign of Aurangzib, in
Persian. Premananda directed his pupil Virjl to compose
poetry in the style of Persian and Urdu poets. Samala
Bhata knew Persian and was the first poet who freely used
Persian words. Manoharaswami (17884845), a poet, was
a student of Persian. And Ranachodajl Divan (1768-1841), a
warrior and a literary man of Kathiavada, was 'an acknow-
ledged patron of poets, men of science and literary genius.'1
1.   Mrs. Peston in Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine,   quoted  by D. B.
Zaveri, Milestones in Gujarati Literature.
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